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Let R be a Noetherian ring, M - R-module. Assume, that 
is a finite free resolution of M. We construct the complexes L,F, StF which 
(under some assumptions) are finite free resolutions of modules A* M, S,M. As 
an application we prove a conjecture of Buchsbaum and Eisenbud [l] on the 
structure theory for lower-order minors. This conjecture was proved by K. Lebelt 
for Q-algebras in [3]. 
1. MAPS Aiju, Biju 
Let II: F -+ G be a linear map, F, G-free R-modules of finite type. We have a 
natural isomorphism of functors 
Hom#, G) --%F*@G 
on a category of free R-modules of finite type. We will write Zz for an image e(u). 
Now we can define the homomorphisms 
as follows: F* acts on DiF by a module-action S(F*) on DF (see [2]) and G acts 
on A3 G by an exterior multiplication. Then A+ is a multiplication by ii induced 
by above actions, and so is independent of a choice of a basis in F and G. We have 
the homomorphisms dj: Sj+,(G*) + G* @ Sj(G*), 
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where gi denotes a basis of G”. dj* then induces an action G @ DjG -+ Dj+lG. 
Now we define the homomorphisms 
i-l 
Biju: ;i F @ D,G -+ A F @ D,+lG. 
Biju is a multiplication by 2i, where F* acts on Ai F by a module-action A(F)* on 
A F (see [2]) and G acts on DjG by dj . Let {fi} be a basis in F, {gj} be a basis in 
G. Then, 
AijU( ffl’ . . . fpr’ @ v) = i fI”,’ . . . fl(i,4 . . . f(G) @ ufi * v 
T 
kl 
Biju(fil A ... Afi,@W) = f: (-l)“+“filA ..* A tizI\ “. A fi,@ Ufii,U W  
i=l 
where gj ” gfl’ . . . gfJ = g$’ . . . gj”j+l’ . . .g$ 
2. CONSTRUCTION OF THE COMPLEXES LiF, S,F 
Let a, ,..., u, be a sequence of natural numbers. We define functors 
Now we put 
(LiF>t = @ L(a, ,..., a,;F). 
‘“5 ,.,y 
B ja:=t 
The differential mapsare defined as follows: 
d: L(a, ..., a,;F) + L(b, ..., b,;F) 
is zero when (a, ..., b,) # (a, ,..., aj+r - l,..., a, ) for all j. When (b, ..., b,) = 
(a, ,..., aj + 1, aj+l,..., a,)then 
d = fl @ *.* @ 1 @ Aa,+I,a, fj+l @ 1 a.. if jis even 
= *1 @ *.* @ 1 @ B,,+l*aj f +l @ 1 **. if jis odd, 
where the sign f equals (-l)o, (T = a, + 2u, + ... + (j + l)ai .
We define the complexes SiF in a similar way. Putting 
S(a, ,..., ~,;F)=D,~F,O~F,OD,~F,... 
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we have 
and d: S(a, ..., u,;F) ---f S(b, ‘..., b,;F) is defined tobe zeo when (b, ..., b,)# 
(a0 ,*-*, a,. + 1, ui+i - l,..., a,)for all j. When (b, ..., b,) = (a,, ,..., ui + 1, 
%+1 - l,..., 4, then 
d = +l @ 1.. @ 1 @ Aai+l,ajfj+l @ 1 a.0 if jis odd 
= &l @ *.* 0 1 Q B,,+,,,,fj+i @ 1 *** if jis even, 
where & denotes (-1)“; a = a, + 2u, + ... + ( j + l)q . 
Now we are going to prove, that L,F are indeed complexes (the proof or &F 
uses exactly the same arguments). We must verify three facts: 
(a) The composition 
L(u, ..., a,; F) -+ L(u, ..., q + 1, U~+~ - l,..., a,;F) 
-+ L(u, ..., uj + 2, U~+~ - 2,..., a,;F); 
is zero, 
(b) the following diagram is anti-commutative: 
L(~o,...,~,; F) 
d 
‘-q%l,..., uj + 1, uj+r - l,...,u,; F) 
1 
d 
1 
d 
G%,..., a, + 1, u<+r - I,..., a,;F) -% L(a,, ..., ui + 1, u,+r - l,..., a, + l,..., a,; F) 
i<j 
(we assume that wo compositions exists); 
(c) i < j, but one of the compositions does not exist. This is the case 
j = i+ 1, a, = 0. 
Ad (a) It suffices to prove that he following compositions arezero: 
D,F@iG 
j+1 j+2 
yi+LFO A G~LW3 A G, 
~FBD,G 
i-l i-2 
w AFODj+lG BI-L~+I“ 
l A F @ Dj+sGml 
1 The complexes L,F, SIF are independent of choice of basis because the following 
diagram is commutative 
S,+lG* -%.G* Q S,G* 
1 
s j+lA 
1 
4W,A 
Sj+,G* a’!‘G* 0 S,G*, 
2 
where A-a change of a basis in G*, dig)--ar e two maps used in a definition of Bit for 
two bases in G*. 
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We want to prove ta criterion of exactness forL,F and S,F. It is useful for this 
goal to compute the length of these complexes. We have: 
lengthL,F = ni for nodd 
= min((n - 1)i + dimF, , ni) for neven, 
length S,F = ni for 71 even, 
= min((n - 1)i + dim F, , ni) for nodd. 
3. RELATIONS BETWEEN L,F, SiF FOR DIFFERENT RESOLUTIONS F OF R-MODULE M 
In this Section F’denotes a resolution of M obtained from F by adding a
summand R to F,, and Fflwl (fk = f,, @ lR). We are going to show, that he 
homology modules of L,F and L,F’ are isomorphic. Forthis we need some 
lemmas. 
LEMMA 1. Let 
A: .-. -+ A, -+ A,-, --+ .. . . 
B: a.. -+ B, --f B,-, + *** 
be two complexes. Let e= (e,: A, + B,-,) be a sequence of homomorphisms uch 
that de,+l + e,,d = 0 (d denotes da&rentials of A and B). We construct a sequence 
C(A, B, e): ..*+A,@B,TA,-,@B,-,+ 
Then: 
d(x, Y) = (dx, dr + en4 
(a) C(A, B, e) is a complex, 
(b) C(A, B, e) is exact sf e,, is an isomorphism forall n. 
Proof. (a) dd(x, y) = d(dx, dy + e,x) = (ddx, d) dy + e,x(+e,-, dx) = 
(0, 0). 
(b) Assume (x, y) ++ 0. Then dx = 0, dy + e,,x = 0. 
Now for x’ = e&y dx’ = x, so d(x’, 0)= (x, y). 
LEMMA 2. 
Di(F @ R) E & DjF, 
0 
for all free R-modules F of Jinite ype, and these isomorphisms are natural with 
respect to F. 
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We want to compare the complexes L,F and LiF (the case of S,F’ and SiF is 
analogous). From Lemma 2 we can easily deduce the following key decomposi- 
tions: 
(a) For n even: 
I i-l 
(L,F’), z @ Li-jFt-(,-l)i 0 0 Li-(i+l)Ft-(n-a-n 
j=o j=O 
1 
d 
where the skew map e is an isomorphism ofthe jth piece onto the j + 1st 
(e = &id on each summand L(ao ,..., a,; F) and it maps the jth piece into the 
j + 1st) and @ d denotes the sum of differentials of L,F. 
Now we can divide I,$” by L,F. This kills the 0th piece in the first ummand, 
and we see that after division theconditions f Lemma 1 are satisfied. W  obtain 
L,F’/L,F = C(K., K., e), 
where K. = @~=lLJ-(,,-l)~ . It follows from Lemma 1 that he quotient 
L,F’/L,F isexact. 
(b) For 71 odd: 
(L$“)t-1 cz & Li-jFt-l-n$ 0 ‘$J Li-(i+#t-n(j+l) 3 
G-0 i=O 
where the skew map e is an isomorphism of the jth piece onto the j+ 1st. After 
division by LiF we see that he conditions f Lemma 1 are satisfied an  we 
conclude that L,F’/L{F = C(M., M., e), where M. = 0::: Li-jF.-,+,  and the 
quotient isexact. 
In this way we have proved the following proposition: 
PROPOSITION 1.Let 
F’:O-cF,0R~F,_,4R...F,~Fo 
be two resolutions of M. 27~~ H.(L,F) G H.(L,F’) H.(&F) c H.(&F’). 
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4. THE EXACTNESS CRITERION FOR L,F AND S,F 
We are going to prove the main result ofthis paper-the exactness criterion 
for the complexes L,F, S,F. First we restate the basic exactness theorem proved 
by Buchsbaum and Eisenbud. 
THEOREM A. Let F: 0 -+ F, -+ Fnpl ’ .’ F1 -+ F,, be a complex ofree R-modules 
of finite ype. Then F is exact if and only ;f two fallowing conditions are atisfied: 
(a) rank fk+l + rankf, = rankF,for all &
(b) depth I( fk) 3 k for all k. 
THEOREM B (Peskine-Szpiro). F is exact if and only if F @ R, is exact for 
all P, depth PR, < n. 
Now we are ready to state our theorem. 
THEOREM 1. Let F: 0 -+ F, --+fn F,,-l *a* F1 +fl F, be a $nite free resolution, 
M = cokerf, . Then: 
(a) L,F is exact if and only if: 
- for all odd j depth I(h) 3 ji, 
- for all even jdepth I+.,-,+l(fi) 2 ji, depth Ir,-i+z(fi) >, j  - 1, depth I,,(f,) >  
(j - 1) i + 1. 
When L,F is exact then it is afinite free resolution of AiM, 
(b) S,F is exact if an@ only if , 
- for all ezlen j depth I(fj) > ji, 
- for all odd j depth Ir,++r(fi) > ji, depth I+++s(h) 2 ji - 1, depth I,,(h) > 
(j - 1) i + 1. 
When SiF is exact then it is a$nite free resolution fS,M. 
Proof. We prove only the part (a) of the theorem. The proof of the part (b) 
is completely analogous. 
Without loss of generality we can assume that R is local. We proceed by 
induction on n: 
For n = 1 we have the complexes F: 0 -+ F -+f G and 1 
t 
L,F: 04 D,F ----+ DieIF @ ti e A G. 
The length of L,F equals i,and L,F is minimal when F is also. From the Peskine- 
Szpiro lemma (Theorem B) we conclude, that depth I,cf) > i. Now assume that 
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depth R < i. We can change the basis in F and G in such a way that f = 
f’ @ 1:F @ R --+ G’ @ R “Dividing byR” (Proposition 1) we continue by
induction on dim F. 
For n > 1 we proceed by induction on dim F,, .
(a) n is odd. We have depthI; > ni = length IiF so, assuming 
depth R < ni (lemma of Peskine-Szpiro) we see, that we can change the basis 
in F, and Fmml in such a way that fn = f II @ 1: F,, @ R --f F,,-, @ R. Now we 
can divide byR and the proof is complete. 
(b) n is even. We obtain depth 1,(fn) 3 length LiF, so we can divide by 
R in all ocalizations Rp depth PR, < length LIF. We proceed byinduction on : 
n = 1. It suffices to verify exactness of L,F @ Rp (depth PR, < i). But in this 
caseIr(fr) = R, and after change of basis wecan divide byR. Now the induction 
on dimF, completes the proof. 
n > 1. Once again we can assume depth R < length LiF, R-local iswhat 
guarantees 11(fJ = R. Dividing byR we finish t e proof by induction on dimF,, . 
COROLLARY. Assume that M is n(i - 1) + k-torsion-free (i. ., there xbts 
an exact sequence 
Gi-free, of finite ype). Then the complexes LiF, SiF are xact and hi M, SiM are 
k-torsion-free. 
5. THE STRUCTURE THEOREM ON LOWER-ORDER MINORS 
As an application of ur results we will prove the theorem on minors in finite 
free resolutions, which was conjectured by Buchsbaum and Eisenbud in[I] and 
proved for Q-algebras by Lebelt [3]. 
LetF: O+F,,-+f~F,,-, ...Fl +fl F,, be a finite free resolution, yk = rank fk . 
Buchsbaum and Eisenbud have proved the existence of maps a,: R -+ Aor F,-, 
such that he diagrams 
are commutative for all k(we use here the canonical isomorphisms Ark+1 Fkg 
A p* Fk dim Fk - rK+r = yk by Theorem A). 
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We define the maps ahj: Aj F,-, -+ Aj+rk F,, as the compositions: 
Tk+j 
il Fk-1 a A Fk-10 i\ F,-1 -yy A Fk-1. 
THEOREM 2. For all jsuch that (j - 1)n < j(K - 1) - 2 there xists a map 
c,$: Al F,, -+ Ark-l--j Fkw2 making the following diagram commutative. 
Proof. We introduce the maps djfk: 
The following lemma consists he properties of d,fk we need 
LEMMA 3. (a) The compositions 
(*) AF- 
j+rk i+sk+l 
k 17 AFk-17 A Fk-,@F& 
is a complex and, cons&red as a right part of a $nite free resolution, it satisfies th  
conditions of Theorem A. 
The existence ofthe maps clcj isa consequence of the exactness of(by dualiza- 
tion and the universal property of kernel). The sequence is exact, because we 
can embed it into along exact sequence by resolving the map A (fk @ l), which 
is the first map of LjF” where F” denotes the resolution 
“, 
O+F,,-+F,-,...F,,+F,. 
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L,F” is exact and its cokernel is2-torsion-free when cokerf, is (n - k + 
l)(j - 1) + 2-torsion-free, i.e., k - 1 >, (n - k + l)( j - 1) + 2. This com- 
pletes the proof of Theorem 2modulo Lemma 3. 
Proof of Lemma 3. (a) (*) It suffices to prove that d,fka, = 0. We know that 
I(a,+,) contains a nonzero divisor, so it suffices to show that dofk A7k fh = 0 but 
this is just [l, Lemma 3.2(a)]. 
(**) Lemma 3.2(c) in[l] states that difk = &(fk @I l)* A*. Now our 
statement is evident. 
(b) The condition depths is obvious, because I(a,j) llcflc) and 
W4 1 I(fd [A L emma 3.2(b), Theorem 3.1(b)]. Now we are going to show 
that he composition 
is zero We can assume that j= 1. Let x E R be a nonzero divisor, x = a$+l(u). 
Then xa,( 1) = AZ’ fk u so xfku Q ak( 1) = 0. The condition on ranks is verified by , 
localizing at the set of all nonzero divisors. The proof of Lemma 3 is finished. 
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